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Sociology 101 HTP: 
Introduction to Sociology 

 
Fall 2016         Kassia Wosick, Ph.D. 
Course Section: SOCI 101-2931        Email: kwosick@elcamino.edu  
Class Location: SOCS 207        Office: ARTB 328B (Sociology Suite)  
Class Time: MW 9:30-10:55am         Office Hrs: M & W 9-9:30am; 2:30-3:30pm 
                Tu & Th 8:30-9:30am 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
"Whatever Sociology may be,  

It is the result of constantly asking the question:  
What is the meaning of this?" 

 

-C. Wright Mills 
 
Course Description 
In this course students analyze the influence of the social environment on behavior and social life using sociological 
theoretical perspectives. Components of social structure and social culture are critically examined through sociological 
theories and concepts including socialization, deviance, social institutions, and social change. Inequalities based on issues 
such as social class, race, ethnicity, gender, sexuality, and age will also be analyzed. 
 
Course Objectives 

 Define and describe sociology as a field of study and distinguish it from other disciplines in the social sciences.  
 Explain and apply the sociological imagination as defined by C. Wright Mills. 
 Identify and describe key theoretical perspectives in sociology, including functionalism, conflict, and interactionism. 

Analyze the strengths and weaknesses of each perspective relative to a variety of social situational circumstances.  
 Identify and analyze prominent classic theorists in sociology, such as Karl Marx, Max Weber, and Emile Durkheim, 

as well as contemporary theorists, such as Peter Berger, George Ritzer, and Talcott Parsons and their contributions 
to the field of sociology. 

 Identify steps in the scientific method and distinguish between qualitative and quantitative research methods.  
 Evaluate the advantages and disadvantages of research methodologies sociologists use to gather and analyze data.  
 Articulate dimensions of material and nonmaterial culture, including norms, values, and symbols.  
 Classify and define micro and macro elements of social structure, including status, role, social groups, organizations, 

and institutions.  
 Identify agents of socialization and describe the process of socialization throughout the life course. Explain the 

“nature vs. nurture” debate and assess socialization theories of human development.  
 Define deviance and social control. Identify and apply theories used to explain deviant behavior.  
 Demonstrate an understanding of sociological concepts relating to social stratification and inequality.  
 Describe major social institutions and evaluate their impact on individuals and groups in American society.  
 Discuss historical and contemporary changes in these institutions.  

 
Honors Transfer Program Standards 
The course is designed specifically for students enrolled in the ECC Honors Transfer Program. While core content is similar 
to a non-honors Introduction to Sociology class, there are several key differences. First, the required texts involve an 
emphasis on critical thinking, applying the sociological imagination, and strengthening career choices/trajectories. Second, 
several critical thinking assignments (Knowledge Celebrations) and collaborative learning opportunities (Thematic 
Discussions) encourage students to further hone their academic skills using a sociological lens. Finally, an oral presentation 
(Scholarly Dissemination) based on published scholarly research provides an independent forum for students to formally 
share their own research interests infused by relevant course content.  
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Required Texts 
There are three required books for this class. All can be purchased at the ECC bookstore or online at Amazon.com, 
bookfinder.com, chegg.com, or half.com. Please make sure you have the correct editions! Additionally, there may be 
readings/resources posted in PDF format on the ECC My Team Site, which can be accessed through the MYECC portal.  
 

Johnson, Allan G. 2014. The Forest and the Trees: Sociology as Life, Practice and Promise. 
Philadelphia: Temple U Press. (3rd edition) 

 

Lore, Nicholas. 2012. The Pathfinder: How to Choose or Change Your Career for a Lifetime of  
 Satisfaction and Success.  New York: Fireside. (2nd edition) 
 

 Sternheimer, Karen. 2010. Everyday Sociology Reader. New York: Norton. (1st edition) 
 
Recommended Texts for Current/Future Use 
If you are currently (or planning to be) a sociology major or minor, you may wish to have access to these books for current or 
future use. Neither is required for class but should you wish to have them for reference, I recommend these in particular. 
 

Kendall, Diana. 2015. Sociology in Our Times. Stamford, CT: Cengage. (10th edition) 
 

The Sociology Writing Group. 2013. A Guide to Writing Sociology Papers. NY: Worth. (7th edition) 
 
 
Course Student Learning Outcomes (SLOs) 
SLO #1 Sociological Theoretical Perspectives: Students will demonstrate an understanding of the purpose of theoretical 
perspectives and apply sociological perspectives such as functionalism, conflict theory, and interactionism to social scenarios. 
 
SLO #2 Sociological Concepts: Students will define and demonstrate an understanding of sociological concepts, such as 
social structure, culture, socialization, deviance, and social stratification by applying them to social scenarios.  
 
 
Course Requirements 

 Engaged Participation (10%):  Students are expected to come to class willing and prepared to learn. Lectures, 
activities, and discussions will require students to take responsibility for their learning and participate 
accordingly. Some students learn didactically, while others learn experientially. Being present allows for both to 
take place. Therefore, after three unexcused absences, points will be deducted from your engaged participation. 
Remember, this is Sociology…let’s be here together…and let’s have fun! 

 
 Knowledge Celebrations (40%):  FOUR assignments known as “knowledge celebrations” are required 

throughout the class. Each assignment will help in further assessing your sociological knowledge and skills. You 
will receive a prompt for each knowledge celebration, which is due in class on the date indicated.   

 
 Thematic Discussions (20%):  FOUR discussion theme assignments are required throughout the class, and 

each theme assignment is worth five points. Discussion theme due dates are designated on the course outline.   
Guidelines for writing the discussion themes are found at the end of the syllabus. The themes are a way to 
collect your thoughts and pose potential discussion points that reflect your synthesis of the readings.   

 
 Pathfinder Summary Papers (15%):  THREE papers are assigned throughout the class that focus specifically on 

the Pathfinder text assigned. Each paper is a way to critically examine your personal trajectory in relation to 
career/interest choices, as well as further develop a sociological imagination. Students will receive a prompt on 
which to base each summary paper, which is due in class on the date indicated. 

 
 Scholarly Dissemination (15%):  Each student will prepare and present ONE oral presentation on a scholarly 

journal article of their choosing using the specific guidelines provided in class. Disseminations will be scheduled 
in two groups (during the midterm & final weeks of class). No late disseminations are allowed.  
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Grades 
Each assignment is graded in points (that translate to percentages that add up to 100%). Final course grades will follow a 
standard scale (90-100=A; 80-89=B; 70-79=C; 60-69=D; 0-60=F).  
 

Grades will be calculated in the following manner: 
Engaged Participation       10% 
Knowledge Celebrations (4 worth 10 points each)    40%       
Thematic Discussions (4 worth 5 points each)     20% 
Pathfinder Summary Papers (3 worth 5 points each)    15% 
Scholarly Dissemination        15%    
     

 
Late Policy 
Students are advised that late assignments will be accepted WITH APPROVAL within 24 hours of the original due date 
but will be penalized unless arrangements are made prior to the due date. Exceptions to these rules will only be made for 
documented cases of illness or bereavement. Please do not email your assignments without contacting me first.  
 
 
Academic Integrity (Student Code of Conduct) 
According to the El Camino College Student Code of Conduct, “It is the responsibility of all members of the academic 
community to behave in a manner which encourages learning and promotes honesty and to act with fairness toward others.” 
Therefore, incidences of academic dishonesty, collusion, and plagiarism WILL NOT be tolerated in this class. Refer to the 
following website for a full explanation of academic dishonesty and subsequent consequences: 
https://www.elcamino.edu/studentservices/activities/codeofconduct.asp  If I find that a student has committed a violation 
of academic integrity, the student will receive a “0” on the assignment and may fail the course. Please remember the main 
goal is for students to actually learn about sociology!  
 
 
Students with Certain Needs (ADA Statement) 
El Camino College is committed to providing educational accommodations for students with disabilities upon the timely 
request by the student to the instructor. A student with a disability, who would like to request an academic accommodation, 
is responsible for identifying him/her/themselves to the instructor and to the Special Resource Center. To make 
arrangements for academic accommodations, contact the Special Resource Center at (310) 660-3295 or visit   
http://www.elcamino.edu/academics/src/ 
 
 
Student Logistics 
Confirming deadlines, dates and rules for dropping and/or withdrawal classes are the responsibility of the student. 
Incompletes will not be given in this class under any circumstances aside from death, duress, or extreme hardship, especially 
after the last date of withdrawal, and after having completed at least 75% of coursework. For information on student rights 
and grievance procedures, visit http://www.elcamino.edu/administration/board/policies.asp 
 
 
A Word on Etiquette & “Netiquette” 
We all have many responsibilities that include other classes, jobs, pets, families, friends, sports, music, eating, entertainment, 
socializing, and living life. At the same time, this is a college course that involves exposure to scholarly content and skills, as 
well as the overall professionalization process.  Put forth your best effort and engage in class responsibilities in a timely manner, be 
respectful to the professor and fellow students, laugh, stay informed, and keep us informed. Good etiquette also involves respectful 
communication and appropriate expectations for interpersonal interactions. Please allow me 24-48 hours to respond to your 
emails. Finally, I take my position as “sociological mentor” seriously and have high expectations for you all as future 
sociologists “in training.”  I genuinely love what I do as a career, so trust the process, and be the best student you can be. In 
return, I’ll be the best professor I can be.  

https://www.elcamino.edu/studentservices/activities/codeofconduct.asp
http://www.elcamino.edu/academics/src/
http://www.elcamino.edu/administration/board/policies.asp
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Course Outline 
 
DATE   TOPIC       REQUIREMENT DUE 
 
Weeks 1 & 2  Sociology, Society, and the Sociological Imagination 
Aug 29, 31; Sept 5*, 7 Johnson: Introduction & Chapter 1  
   Reader: “The Sociological Perspective” (pp. 1-6)   
   Pathfinder: Chapters 1-4 
 
Week 3   Doing Sociology: Theoretical Perspectives    Pathfinder Summary I Due 9/14 
Sept 12, 14   Reader: “Sociological Theory” (pp. 7-9) 
   Pathfinder: Chapters 5-9     
 
Week 4   Doing Sociology: Research Methods   Knowledge Celebration I Due 9/21 
Sept 19, 21   Reader: “Research Questions” (pp. 10-12) 
   Reader: “Conducting Research” (pp. 13-14) 
   Reader: “Statistics” (pp. 15-24) 
 

Week 5   Culture and Socialization    Thematic Discussion I Due 9/26 
Sept 26, 28  Johnson: Chapter 2 
   Reader: Entire Module 2 (pp. 25-46) 
   Pathfinder: Chapters 10-14 
 
Week 6   Social Structure and Everyday Interaction    Knowledge Celebration II Due 10/5 
Oct 3, 5    Johnson: Chapter 5 
   Reader: Entire Module 3 (pp. 47-81)  
 
Week 7   Crime and Deviance     Thematic Discussion II Due 10/10 
Oct 10, 12  Reader: Entire Module 5 (pp. 105-132)   
   
Week 8   Spreading the Sociological Word: Dissemination I 
Oct 17, 19 
 
Weeks 9 & 10  Social Stratification, Work, and Economies  Knowledge Celebration III Due 10/31 
Oct 24, 26, 31; Nov 2 Johnson: Chapter 6 
   Reader: Entire Module 6 (pp. 133-172)  
   Pathfinder: Chapters 15-20 
 
Week 11  Race and Ethnicity      Pathfinder Summary II Due 11/7 
Nov 7, 9   Johnson: Chapter 7 
   Reader: Entire Module 8 (pp. 209-242) 
 

Week 12  Genders and Sexualities     Thematic Discussion III Due 11/14 
Nov 14, 16  Reader: Entire Module 7 (pp. 173-208) 
   Pathfinder: Chapters 21-23 
 
Week 13   Intimate Relationships and Families   Knowledge Celebration IV Due 11/23 
Nov 21, 23  Reader: “Families and Work” (pp. 246-253) 
   Reader: “Child Care” (pp. 254-256) 
   Pathfinder: Chapters 24-26    
 
Weeks 14 & 15  Social Institutions, Developments, and Social Change  Thematic Discussion IV Due 11/30 
Nov 28, 30; Dec 5 Johnson: Chapter 3 & Epilogue      
   Reader: Entire Module 10 (pp. 299-328) & Pp. 101-104    
   Pathfinder: Chapters 27-29 
 
Weeks 15 & 16  Spreading the Sociological Word: Dissemination II  Pathfinder Summary III Due 12/14 
Dec 7, 12, 14    
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Course Component Guidelines 
 
I. Knowledge Celebrations 
The knowledge celebration assignments are essentially papers that a way to share your perspective on issues we critically 
examine in class. Each paper should be 4-5 pages in length and consist of your response to the questions or prompt given in 
class. The memos should be typed, double-spaced in 12-point font with one inch margins, pages numbered, your name and 
date due on the upper left corner, and edited for spelling and grammatical errors. PLEASE STAPLE YOUR PAPERS.  
 
Make sure to address all questions asked in the knowledge celebration prompt. Frame each question with topic sentences 
and write in complete paragraphs. While you may number your responses, work to include the questions into your 
responses so that it reads like an essay.  
 
 
II. Thematic Discussions 
Each student will be responsible for writing thematic discussion assignments that require you to think of broad themes, 
specific dialogues, issues, concepts, critiques, concerns, etc. in the readings. They will motivate you to read, as well as 
encourage you to “think like the professor.” Each assignment involves writing a combination of themes and multiple choice 
questions for the readings assigned for that week.  
 

 First, write 5 discussion themes numbered and in complete sentences. You may wish to think of these 
themes as the basis for students discussing the readings in small groups.  Don't ask for someone's opinion; 
rather, frame each discussion theme as if you were the professor teaching the course or leading a discussion.  

o For example: 
 1. In the readings by Forest and Makers, there is a debate over whether there should be 

mandatory sex education in kindergarten. Both articles agree that kindergarten is the ideal 
time to begin a sexual discussion with children, but disagree over what material should be 
discussed and presented. Forest prefers a pleasure-centered approach, while Makers 
suggests an abstinence-based approach. How do Forest and Makers fit with the larger 
discourse on sex education in schools? 

 2. While two readings (Smith) and (Davies) discuss the problems with polaroid cameras as 
inherent to the world of photography, the reading by Aniston suggests that polaroid 
cameras are the wave of the future. How would using polaroid cameras fit with today's 
uber-technology society? 

 Second, write 5 multiple choice questions with FOUR (a,b,c,d) answer choices. You may want to focus on a 
particular concept or idea you think is important from the text for certain questions. Also, think less about 
memorization and more about comprehension. Make sure to HIGHLIGHT each correct answer!  

o For example: 
 1. According to C. N. Le’s article, “Globalization and Higher Education,” many Korean-

American students are deciding to attend top universities in South Korea, because: 
a. South Korean universities are free 
b. There is a lot of competition to get into top universities in the U.S. 
c. They miss being around other Korean people 
d. They want to get jobs in Korea eventually  

 
 
III. The Pathfinder Summaries 
Think of The Pathfinder as a way to set yourself up for success in your current college experience at ECC, what major(s) you 
decide to choose, what future school(s) you may decide to attend, what career(s) you may decide to pursue, and what kinds 
of factors go into each of these decisions. It is more of a guide than information you need to memorize. In fact, you may 
want to keep the book for your future (I often return to my copy when a decision of some sort needs to be made!).  
 
The summary papers, therefore, will be based on each of the main parts of The Pathfinder: 1) Living a Life You Love, 2) How 
to Get There From Here, 3) Designing Your Future Career, and 4) Marketing and Job Searching. In many of the chapters, the author 
has what are called “Inquiries” that encourage you to answer questions, think about your own experiences/desires, and 
confront some of the common issues people face in figuring out their lives. You will receive a prompt with specific 
guidelines on what to write for each of your summary papers, which will involve key “inquiry” activities and a few more 
general questions. Each paper should be 3-4 pages in length, typed, double-spaced in 12-point font with one inch margins, 
pages numbered, your name and date due on the upper left corner, and edited for spelling and grammatical errors. PLEASE 
STAPLE YOUR PAPERS. 


